MSRED students earn national recognition with their project titled Hotel Inspire. The project was selected by the American Institute of Architects (AIA) as part of the their 2019 Emerging Professionals Exhibit.
This newsletter highlights a recognition that a group of MSRED students received for a project submitted as part of the Fall 2018 Real Estate Finance course (SRED 6230) taught by Richard Allen. The Hotel Inspire project highlights the unmet need for appropriate and accessible accommodations for 26 million travelers in the U.S. each year with a physical impairment — approximately 12.5% of the country’s population. In a town as focused on tourism as New Orleans, just 1,600 of over 40,000 hotel rooms (4%) meet the basic physical needs of the majority of this demographic. And those rooms are often occupied by non-disabled travelers or otherwise don’t meet the specific needs of a particular traveler, even when they have previously had an explicit discussion about their needs with reservation staff in advance.

Meeting these travelers’ needs is the very definition of hospitality. The idea for this project originally came from a fall semester GIG internship. But the issue was compelling, and with the support of the real client and project site from the internship, the work continued with a wider group of students in the spring. This work included significant market study, zoning and code research, projected financials, and ultimately a compelling design and presentation. Additionally, wider issues of accessibility in the city (sidewalks, public transit, etc.) were raised and the students’ work has informed an ongoing public policy discussion, as well. At this time, the client is looking for potential investors and this project has a chance of advancing due to the initial work from our students.

There are many other impressive updates in this newsletter, from internships to research projects to the expansion of the summer minor and the career successes of both our undergraduate and graduate alumni. But the Hotel Inspire project illustrates what all this good academic work and preparation is for. Let’s keep it going.

CASIUS PEALER
Director & Professor of Practice
cpealer@tulane.edu

FROM THE DIRECTOR

The MSRED Class of 2019-20 is one of the most diverse and accomplished groups of students to date. Class information is listed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Students</th>
<th>Average GPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verbal GRE</th>
<th>Quantitative GRE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>155</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Female/Male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Completed Tulane Real Estate Minor Prior to MSRED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Backgrounds in ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MSRED AT-A-GLANCE
INTRODUCING
THE MSRED CLASS OF 2019-2020

REED CAMPBELL, Columbus, GA
Previous Institutions – University of Georgia ('06), Tulane University ('20)
Degrees – B.S. Finance, Master of Architecture (expected '20)

AUSTIN HOGANS, Columbus, OH
Previous Institutions – Miami University ('18), Tulane University ('20)
Degrees – B.A. Architecture, Master of Architecture (expected '20)

NASHAWON JOHNSON, New Orleans, LA
Previous Institutions – Columbia University ('15)
Degrees – B.A. Urban Studies & Affairs

GENEVIEVE KRAUSE, Reno, NV
Previous Institutions – Lewis & Clark College ('08)
Degrees – B.A. Environmental History

MING MING LIN, Bronx, NY
Previous Institutions – Carnegie Mellon University ('12), Tulane University ('20)
Degrees – B.A. Architecture, Master of Architecture (expected '20)

JOHN GREER MCGOURTY, Milton, MA
Previous Institutions – Tulane University ('19)
Degrees – B.S. Management

REGINALD (REGGIE) MEADE, New Orleans, LA
Previous Institutions – University of Georgia ('06), Tulane University ('20)
Degrees – B.S. Business Administration

AUSTIN MEEHAN, New Orleans, LA
Previous Institutions – Tulane University ('14)
Degrees – B.S. Economics

EVan NICOLL, Kenner, LA
Previous Institutions – Tulane University ('12), Tulane University ('16)
Degrees – B.S. Management & Entrepreneurship, Master of Business Administration

EMMANUEL ROTICH, Bomet, Kenya
Previous Institutions – Tulane University ('19)
Degrees – B.S. Architecture

MAXWELL SHAPIRO, Lexington, MA
Previous Institutions – Tulane University ('19)
Degrees – B.S. Marketing

AIMEE ST. CYR, Baltimore, MD
Previous Institutions – University of Texas-Austin ('87), University of Houston ('98), Tulane University ('19)
Degrees – B.A. History, Master of Architecture, Master of Preservation Studies (expected '20)

NEAL TALASKE, Oak Park, IL
Previous Institutions – Arizona State University ('16)
Degrees – B.S. Urban Planning, Master of Business Administration (expected '20)

KATHARINA (KAT) TOMISATO, New Orleans, LA
Previous Institutions – Florida International University ('13), Tulane University ('20)
Degrees – B.A. International Relations, Master of Architecture (expected '20)

ADELINE (ADDIE) WOLFE, Spartanburg, SC
Previous Institutions – Auburn University ('17)
Degrees – B.S. Animal Science

JILLIAN WOLTER, Los Angeles, LA
Previous Institutions – UC San Diego ('13)
Degrees – B.A. Urban Studies & Planning

CHENBO XING, Qidong, Jianhsu (China)
Previous Institutions – Jiangsu University of Science & Technology ('18), Tulane University ('20)
Degrees – B.S. Architecture, Master of Architecture (expected '20)

YUQING (RACHEL) ZHOU,
Shanghai, China
Previous Institutions – University of Auckland ('13)
Degrees – B.S. Planning
The Real Estate Summer Minor (RESM) Institute program welcomed its fifth class of Tulane undergraduates during the 2019 summer semester. The intensive 8-week program was established in 2015 to help students obtain essential knowledge and skillsets for entry-level positions and careers in the real estate industry. Returning faculty for the 2019 program included Michael Bosio (MSRED ’14), Claiborne Tanner, Vic Franckiewicz, Curtis Doucette, Annie Cambria and Director John Huppi (MSRED ’14).

New to the faculty this year was Elizabeth McCormick, Visiting Professor in Architecture at Tulane University. Liz co-taught the Sustainable Urban Development course with Annie Cambria & Brian Andrews.

In total, 52 students are enrolled for the 2019 summer program. These students come from various majors including business management, marketing, finance, accounting, communication, architecture, economics, and more. The continued large enrollment numbers are an impressive milestone given the fact that the program started with just 7 students during the first term in 2015.

The increase has presented some challenges, however, RESM Director John Huppi says, “this is a testament to the growing popularity of real estate as a viable career path and one that can be started in an academic setting. Due to the driven nature of students at Tulane, we get a lot of students who come from successful real estate families and are naturally inclined to explore the field. However, we also get a lot of go-getters who see the value in pairing their architecture or business degree with a minor in real estate.”

With the program no longer in the infancy stages, Director Huppi conducted a survey to capture data on what students are doing with their minor. Impressively, more than 54% of graduates are currently working in real estate. Additionally, 49% have completed an internship in real estate during their studies at Tulane. Director Huppi says, “the clear effects of offering a real estate minor degree is pushing us to offer more in terms of career development. The demand is there and we are thrilled to be providing more direct opportunities into the field for students.”

RESM ALUMNI UPDATES

2015
Harry Kaplan is now a Project Manager for KushCo Holdings Inc. in Chicago, IL

2016
Joshua Katz is now a Real Estate Advisory Analyst for Duff & Phelps in New York, NY
Jared Grabell is now a Real Estate Analyst for The Michaels Organization in Philadelphia, PA
Mathew Eshaghoff is now an Originations Analyst for Greystone in New York, NY
Dylan Angarella is now an Analyst for Silverback Development in New York, NY
Bradley Klein is now an Associate for Rittenhouse Realty Advisors in Philadelphia, PA
Laruscha Joubert is now an Architect for MKRED in New Orleans, LA
Erik Norden is now an Executive Vice President for CNBS Group in Boca Raton, FL
Ian Carr is now a Project Manager for Asset Construction in San Francisco, CA
Tyler Myrick is now a Real Estate Development Assistant for Pernorm Realty Company in Boston, MA
Jacqueline Esmay is now an Architect for Brickmoon Design in Houston, TX

2017
Oliver Duke is now a Junior Paralegal for Kirkland & Ellis in Chicago, IL
Charlotte Giroux is now a Listing Coordinator for Burk Brokerage in New Orleans, LA
Adam Luray is now an Analyst for CoreVest Finance in New York, NY
Paula Bechara is now an Associate for Kronberg Wall in Atlanta, GA
Reed Smith is now a Technical Designer for Gensler in Houston, TX
Eli Dales is now a Leasing Assistant for Value Industries in Vancouver, Canada
Brooke Rhea is now a Loan Analyst for Walker & Dunlop in New Orleans, LA

2018
Karryn Joelson is now a Realtor for MKRED in New Orleans, LA
Taylor Jacobs is now a Property Manager for Snappy Jacobs CCIM Real Estate Management in New Orleans, LA
Sam Steiner is now a Broker for RFK in New York, NY
Andrew Kaminsky is now an Associate at AlphaSights in New York, NY
Graeme Gelbard is now a Captain at Intracoastal Abstract in Floral Park, NY
Alex Papai is now a Consultant for Prytania Ventures in New Orleans, LA
Avery Feldman is now a Property Manager at Metropolitan Property Services Inc. in Briarwood, NY

2019
Steven Gale is now a Chief Operating Officer for OCM Capital LLC in Gainesville, FL
Each spring, MSRED students complete a significant research project on an innovative topic of their choosing, as part of the Directed Research course. The project gives students an opportunity to select a professional client to collaborate with – a meaningful and practical partnership enabling students to network and build their professional resume.

**CENTER FOR PLANNING EXCELLENCE - BATON ROUGE, LA**
- Anthony (Joey) Couvillon, Deleterious Land Use: One Example

**WAGGONNER & BALL - NEW ORLEANS, LA**
- Laruschka Joubert, Gentilly Resilience Neighborhood: Resilience of Small to Mid-Size Businesses

**SHIFT CAPITAL - PHILADELPHIA, PA**
- Carter Righi, Community-Owned Real Estate: Neighborhood Stewardship and Generative Ownership

**CITYFI - NEW YORK, NY**
- Muhanad Alfardan, The Vehicles that Will Drive Change in Real Estate are Driverless

**OPPORTUNITY ALABAMA - HUNTSVILLE, AL**
- Margaret Boyd, Opportunity Zones: Using Qualified Opportunity Zone Funds to Invest in New Growing Businesses

**CITY OF JACKSON, DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT - JACKSON, MS**
- Megan Gilmore, Piece x Piece: Analyzing the Reuse of Non-Hazardous Materials Existing in Blighted Properties

**BERKADIA COMMERCIAL MORTGAGE - PHILADELPHIA, PA**
- James Holley-Grisham, Fannie Mae: Green Rewards

**DAYDREAM APARTMENTS - DENVER, CO**
- Joseph Latson, The Global Local: Our World, Your City

**SAN FRANCISCO MUNICIPAL TRANSPORTATION AGENCY - SAN FRANCISCO, CA**
- Alex Meyer, California SB 35: Policymakers’ Attempt to Stimulate Affordable Housing Development

**WALKER & DUNLOP - NEW ORLEANS, LA**
- Brooke Rhea, Navigating Opportunity Zone Regulations: An Investment Guide for New Orleans Developers

**PORCHLIGHT LLC – MOBILE, AL**
- Oren Richkin, Place-based Subsidies: Planning for Opportunity in America’s Distressed Communities

**FARPOINT DEVELOPMENT - CHICAGO, IL**
- Jacob Rubin, Gentrification and Displacement in the Chicagoland Area

**ST. BERNARD PROJECT - NEW ORLEANS, LA**
- Lina Alfieri Stern, Building for Sustainability and Resilience: A New Orleans Case Study Featuring the St. Peter Residential, the First Net Zero Multifamily Building in Louisiana

**INTERFACE STUDIO ARCHITECTS - PHILADELPHIA, PA**
- Veronika Suarez, Oddly Affordable: Affordability Through Design on Nonconforming Urban Lots

**DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT – NEW ORLEANS, LA**
- Alina Volkova, Health Promotion in Equitable Development: Implications for the Spirit of Charity Innovation District

**EAST BATON ROUGE REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY – BATON ROUGE, LA**
- Alan Sharlow, Transforming Plank Road: Transit Oriented Development Strategies

**CBRE – BOSTON, MA**
- Mark (Haynes) Johnston, Missing Pieces: Modular Housing’s Centuries-Old Role as the Technology of Tomorrow

**ICLEI: LOCAL GOVERNMENTS FOR SUSTAINABILITY – BONN, GERMANY**
- Will McCollum, Digitizing Resilient Success: Bringing Innovations to Environmental Restoration

**MASS DESIGN GROUP – BOSTON, MA**
- Katelin Morgan, Creating Catalytic Change Through Mission and Vision-Driven Development

**TULANE UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL – NEW ORLEANS, LA**
- Max Warshaw, Celestial Ownership: Implications of Developments in Outer Space
This Spring, MSRED students Muhanad Alfardan ('19), Lina Alfieri Stern ('19), Veronika Suarez ('19), and Keristen Edwards ('20) earned national recognition when their project, titled Hotel Inspire, was selected by the American Institute of Architects (AIA) as part of their 2019 Emerging Professionals Exhibit. The annual exhibit features projects that celebrate the most creative plans, projects, art, and design from architecture and design’s rising generation. This year’s exhibit specifically focused on “designing for equity.”

The idea behind Hotel Inspire is to fulfill an unmet need of disabled travelers who are often at a disadvantage when it comes to hotel choice, room availability, access to amenities, and inclusion in emergency plans. The goal is for all travelers, no matter their physical circumstances, to share the same experiences while traveling as able-bodied travelers.

Muhanad Alfardan was asked about the opportunity to build such a hotel in an already crowded field. He says, “every hotel operation is ultimately unique, but one aspect is shared by all hotels – they rely on satisfying existing customers and attracting new ones.” He continues, “one of the most important trends right now is to tap into unmet demographics such as disabled travelers. The current stock of hotel rooms and facilities is not doing enough to meet the demand and their needs.”

Furthermore, he says, “currently 26 million people are traveling with disabilities in the U.S. every year and they are largely dissatisfied about accessibility and have a negative travel experience.” He concludes, “it’s not uncommon for the very small portion of ADA accessible rooms to be occupied by non-disabled travelers. This is unacceptable and must change.”

The project, Hotel Inspire, offers several innovative solutions to address increasing accessibility and mobility, including designing hotels with more ramps and giving more ownership of the in-room experience to guests. This means allowing guests to manipulate or move furniture as needed to
make the most of use of the room. Veronika Suarez says, “from a design perspective, another major goal of Hotel Inspire was to address very real emergency situations, such as a wheelchair-bound individual waiting for help at the top of the stairs. This is also unacceptable.”

The idea for the project started in Fall 2018 as part of Professor Richard Allen’s Real Estate Finance course. For the final project, students were challenged with finding and underwriting the development of a hotel. Although most students stick with traditional models of hotel development for this assignment, Professor Allen says, “these students correctly identified a saturated marketplace, and decided to look at creative ways in which the hospitality industry is not meeting certain guests’ needs.” He continues, “this is the type of project that can make developers and designers rethink the way hotels are built.”

In addition to Professor Allen’s course, student, Veronika Suarez, also leveraged her fall graduate internship position with Trapolin-Peer Architects, APC to study the project in more detail.

The students were awarded the Emerging Professionals recognition by the AIA at the end of the Spring semester. The exhibit is available to view on the AIA’s website for the rest of 2019.

Alina Volkova received the Academic Distinction Award, presented annually to the student with the highest-grade point average over the course of the program.

Alina Volkova received the Leadership Award, presented annually to a student who has consistently shown leadership throughout the MSRED program by demonstrating his/her ability to support and achieve the overall success of the team and the project. This award is selected by a vote of the graduating class.

Lina Alfieri Stern received the Outstanding Service to the Program Award, presented annually to a student who has consistently strengthened the MSRED program through class performance, extracurricular and volunteer efforts, and support for his/her classmates. This award is selected by a vote of the faculty.

Muhanad Alfardan, Anthony Couvillon, Alex Meyer, and Alan Sharlow all received commendations for their Spring 2019 Directed Research projects and public presentations.
MSRED Alumni Honored with Excellence in Real Estate Recognition

The New Orleans CityBusiness editorial honors professionals in the field of Construction and Real Estate who have created a positive impact in the areas of investment, jobs created and potential impact in the New Orleans area. The 2019 class of honorees includes included Regina LaMacchia (MSRED '13) and Ryan Herringshaw (MSRED '15). Regina and Ryan were honored for their work at Green Coast Enterprises and Providence Community Housing, respectively.

Commercial Real Estate Financing Symposium Hosted at Tulane

On June 4th, Professor Curtis Doucette hosted students and guests from Tulane University, Dillard University, and Xavier University to a special panel of commercial real estate finance experts to discuss perspectives on financing multi-million real estate deals, including market analysis, projecting project viability, and evaluating borrower risk. Panelists included LaToya Kyle (Senior Loan Officer, Low Income Investment Fund), Erika Brice (Senior Underwriter, High Impact Financial Analysis), and Anthea Martin (Senior Vice President, Denver Office of Bellwether Enterprise). The three panelists are actively working on closing financing for a $7.4MM affordable housing transaction. In addition to the deal, the panelists also shared their inspiring stories as women of color who are climbing to the top of their field.

Joint MBA/MSRED Degree Track Officially Launches

The School of Architecture has officially partnered with the A.B. Freeman School of Business to launch a joint master’s degree program in business and sustainable real estate development. The partnership gives students the opportunity to receive an MBA and MSRED degree in a two-year timeframe. To enter the degree track, students initially apply and start the 2-year MBA program. During the second year of study, students then start the MSRED program and continue to take courses in both programs until graduation. Ira Solomon, Dean of the Freeman School, says, “With the exponential growth of the real estate market, prospective real estate professionals must combine business expertise with an understanding of the social and environmental costs of development.”

ULI Fall Conference

The Fall ULI Conference is an important annual event for the MSRED program. Our students have the opportunity to see a new city while also learning from and meeting some of the most innovative developers and real estate professionals in the world. The fall 2019 ULI conference was held in Boston, MA. In addition to selecting from among a diverse array of conference sessions, MSRED students had a busy schedule visiting some of Boston’s most interesting ongoing development projects, coordinated by MSRED Professor Casius Pealer and MSRED Assistant Director John Huppi.

Students also got a chance to meet with Nate Ardente (MSRED ’14) to tour and discuss his work with Redgate Capital.

Next year’s ULI Fall Conference will be held in Washington, DC September 18-21, 2019. Please let the program know if you plan to be there, as this is an excellent opportunity to stay connected with our alumni across the country.
The Tulane real estate programs have had a long history of student-athletes coming from sports such as baseball, basketball, tennis, swimming, lacrosse, and rowing. So, it was no surprise when Emmanuel Rotich (MSRED ‘20) first reached out to Real Estate Summer Minor Program Director, John Huppi, about taking undergraduate real estate classes in the summer of 2017. At the time, Emmanuel was just wrapping up his third year of undergrad, pursuing a B.S. in Architecture while competing for the Tulane Cross Country and Track & Field teams. Emmanuel specializes in the 3000m steeplechase and 10k cross country events.

Junior year was a breakout year of sorts for Emmanuel who not only won the 2017 American Athletic Conference (AAC) Cross Country Championships, but was also named the 2017 AAC Runner of the Year.

During the first meeting to discuss real estate education at Tulane, John recalls Emmanuel who was “a very soft-spoken individual with a clear focus and drive for everything he does.” John continues, “Emmanuel expressed a desire to learn real estate so that he could marry his two passions of real estate and architecture. His goal was to have an immediate and long-term impact on his community back home in Kenya.”

Although the RESM program is intended to take just one summer to complete, Emmanuel abruptly left the program in 2017 to fly to home to Kenya for a shot at qualifying for Kenya’s national track & field team. John says, “this was a great opportunity for Emmanuel to advance his track career so we did our best to accommodate.”

In Summer 2018, Emmanuel returned to complete the RESM program. He also returned with a renewed drive and vision for how he wanted to spend the rest of his academic and athletic careers at Tulane. Without wasting any time, Emmanuel repeated his performance from 2017 by winning the 2018 AAC Cross Country Championships and being named the 2018 AAC Runner of the Year. He also qualified and competed at the NCAA National Championships. That fall, Emmanuel also expressed interest in staying an additional year at Tulane to earn a Master of Sustainable Real Estate Development degree.

Although Emmanuel is just finishing his first semester in the MSRED program, his work ethic is already gaining notoriety amongst his classmates. He trains almost every morning at 6:30am before class and has notably gained confidence in his academic work. Emmanuel says, “it took a while to understand the culture of Tulane, the way people interact and just day-to-day life. But I’ve made a lot of friends. They support me mentally. It means a lot to me when someone tells me, ‘congratulations.’ When someone tells me that, it makes me want to go for more.”

In discussing the future, Emmanuel says he eventually wants to become a real estate developer but says he has a lot more running to do before he settles into a career. Emmanuel says, “my goal is to one day be in the Olympics ... There is still a lot to be done. I’m not where I want to be.”
**FACULTY UPDATES**

**CASIUS PEALER**

MSRED Director

Casius Pealer is currently serving as the President of the Board of Commissioners for the Housing Authority of New Orleans (HANO). In addition to this term with HANO, Casius also made headlines as an advocate for green building when he was featured in a New York Times exposé titled, “Ways a Household can curb its energy appetite.” In this article, Casius suggests that, “Energy efficiency is a bit like personal health. You have to decide what is healthy enough for you, and then set a realistic plan to achieve that goal, and then maintain it over time.” [https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/12/realestate/making-your-house-greener.html](https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/12/realestate/making-your-house-greener.html)

**LISA HODGES**

Adjunct Faculty

This spring, Lisa Hodges started an additional role as the Executive Director at Westport Community Economic Development Corporation in Baltimore, MD.

**JEFF HEBERT**

Adjunct Faculty

This spring, Jeff Hebert joined HR&A as a Partner in their New York Office. Although this effectively pauses his involvement with the MSRED program, Jeff’s role with HR&A will allow him to continue focusing on helping urban communities better adapt to changing environments and economies.

**RICHARD ALLEN**

Adjunct Faculty

This summer, Richard Allen, transitioned to a new role as Director of Strategic Initiatives at Stonehenge Capital in New Orleans, LA. As Director, Richard will be responsible for expanding Stonehenge’s real estate investment capabilities, including providing equity capital to qualified businesses located in Opportunity Zones.

**AJ BROOKS**

Adjunct Faculty

This spring, AJ Brooks accepted a full-time Visiting Professorship role with the Freeman School of Business at Tulane University. This new role will see AJ splitting his time between the MSRED program and the business school, continuing all previously taught courses and getting involved with the business school’s new Entrepreneurial Hospitality program.

**ELIZABETH MCCORMICK**

Adjunct Lecturer

Elizabeth (Liz) McCormick is an architect and researcher whose work aims to reduce mechanical cooling loads in hot-humid climates by enhancing building façade systems. She joined Eskew+Dumez+Ripple as the 2017 research fellow after completing her Master of Science in Building Technology from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

After receiving her Bachelor of Architecture (BArch) and Fine Arts (BFA) from the Rhode Island School of Design, Liz practiced in Santa Fe, Seattle, Boston, Houston and Singapore before relocating to New Orleans. Liz will teach the Sustainable Urban Development course as part of the RESM program in addition to the Introduction to Architecture course with the MSRED program.
Alumni Updates

(Right) Anthony Kimble (MSRED '17) recently opened the Red Stick Social, a state-of-the-art entertainment venue located inside the Electric Depot, a 103-year-old Entergy Power Plant located in Baton Rouge, LA.

(Above) JT Robinson (MSRED '15) and Kyle Gilmore (MSRED '15) are working on a large green infrastructure in Pontilly Neighborhood in New Orleans, LA. The project involves reducing flood risk and beautifying green space.

(Left) Tanya Jimenez (MSRED '15) at the grand opening of the Sammamish Cottages Community, an affordable housing project in Sammamish, WA.
2017

Amy Breen was promoted to Development Finance & Asset Management Analyst at HRI Properties in New Orleans, LA

Daniel Feinberg is now a Green Building Consultant at SK Collaborative in Decatur, GA

James Fox is now an Administrative Specialist at T. Parker Host in New Orleans, LA

2018

Martie Notestine (Elliott) is now a Properties & Construction RE Specialist at Covenant Health in Knoxville, TN

Lucas Elser was promoted to Project Manager at Project Management Advisors in Austin, TX

Kyle Goggans is now a Construction Administrator for Ruby Slipper Restaurant Group in New Orleans, LA

Sam Levison is now a Designer at Eskew+Dumez+Ripple in New Orleans, LA

Noah Russin is now an Intern at Kobi Karp Architecture Interior Design in Miami Beach, FL

Alexander Sessums is now a Financial Analyst at Humana in New Orleans, LA

2019

Joey Couvillon is now an Administrative Program Coordinator at Tulane University in New Orleans, LA

Laruschka Joubert is now an Architect at MKRED in New Orleans, LA

Carter Righi is now a Project Architect at The Sheward Partnership, LLC in Philadelphia, PA

Muhanad Alfardan is now Project Support for the City of New Orleans in New Orleans, LA

James Holley-Grisham is now an Intern at Providence Community Housing in New Orleans, LA

Alex Meyer is now a Revenue Management Analyst for Key Real Estate in New Orleans, LA

Brooke Rhea is now a Loan Analyst for Walker & Dunlop in New Orleans, LA

Oren Richkin is now a Project Manager for Providence Community Housing in New Orleans, LA

Veronika Suarez is now a Designer at Trapolin Peer Architects in New Orleans, LA

Will McCollum is now a Development Assistant at The Vivelan Group in New Orleans, LA

Max Warshaw is now a Project Professional at TPG Architecture in Little Neck, NY

2012

Christian Briere was promoted to Senior Development Associate at Domain Companies in New Orleans, LA

Andrew Mayronne is now a Community Development Analyst for the City of Asheville in Asheville, NC

2013

Aubrey Chamberlain is now a Deployment Strategist for Stripe in New York, NY

Danielle Vachon is now a Development Manager for MGL Partners in Denver, CO

2014

Eric Chown is now a Project Manager at Verius Property Group in New Orleans, LA

Jeffrey Grossman was promoted to Senior Project Manager at Project Management Advisors in San Diego, CA

Christen Foster (Tanner) is now a Sales Representative at Julie Neill Designs in New Orleans, LA

Heidi Woodard is now an Operations Services Associate at NAI Northern California in San Francisco, CA

2015

Rebeckah Blossman is now a Principal at ELAIRE in New Orleans, LA

Morgan Lera (Colburn) is now a Senior Investment Associate at Rice Management Company in New Orleans, LA

2016

Ab Coulon was promoted to Portfolio Manager at Gulf Coast Housing Partnership in New Orleans, LA

Ben Samuels is now an Analyst at OmniTRAX, Inc. in Denver, CO

2017

Amy Breen was promoted to Development Finance & Asset Management Analyst at HRI Properties in New Orleans, LA

Daniel Feinberg is now a Green Building Consultant at SK Collaborative in Decatur, GA

James Fox is now an Administrative Specialist at T. Parker Host in New Orleans, LA

2018

Martie Notestine (Elliott) is now a Properties & Construction RE Specialist at Covenant Health in Knoxville, TN

Lucas Elser was promoted to Project Manager at Project Management Advisors in Austin, TX

Kyle Goggans is now a Construction Administrator for Ruby Slipper Restaurant Group in New Orleans, LA

Sam Levison is now a Designer at Eskew+Dumez+Ripple in New Orleans, LA

Noah Russin is now an Intern at Kobi Karp Architecture Interior Design in Miami Beach, FL

Alexander Sessums is now a Financial Analyst at Humana in New Orleans, LA

2019

Joey Couvillon is now an Administrative Program Coordinator at Tulane University in New Orleans, LA

Laruschka Joubert is now an Architect at MKRED in New Orleans, LA

Carter Righi is now a Project Architect at The Sheward Partnership, LLC in Philadelphia, PA

Muhanad Alfardan is now Project Support for the City of New Orleans in New Orleans, LA

James Holley-Grisham is now an Intern at Providence Community Housing in New Orleans, LA

Alex Meyer is now a Revenue Management Analyst for Key Real Estate in New Orleans, LA

Brooke Rhea is now a Loan Analyst for Walker & Dunlop in New Orleans, LA

Oren Richkin is now a Project Manager for Providence Community Housing in New Orleans, LA

Veronika Suarez is now a Designer at Trapolin Peer Architects in New Orleans, LA

Will McCollum is now a Development Assistant at The Vivelan Group in New Orleans, LA

Max Warshaw is now a Project Professional at TPG Architecture in Little Neck, NY